
The Binnewater Gang  brought both terror and allure to the Ulster County of the 
1870s.  While travelers and local industry were plagued by the gang’s taste for frequent 
and theatrical robberies, murders, and displays of public drunkenness, residents and 
visitors alike associated its members with such elaborate legend and celebrity, treating 
them like the Wild West outlaws they so closely resembled.  

At its core, the Binnewater Gang consisted of Vincent “Dead Man” Montaigne, Leroy 
“Kansas” Percy, and Wes “Right Foot” Ryan, three men of very different backgrounds who 
shared a taste for whiskey and ruthless crime. 

Vincent Montaigne was originally from Virginia, and while little is known about how 
he found his way to Binnewater, it is speculated that his obsession with a prostitute 
named Birdie Gable caused him to follow her to the area.  Montaigne was the gang 
member who sparked the most talk of supernatural legend among the locals, who cited 
the phenomenon that the man could not be hanged for any of his crimes, since the 
devil would inevitably interfere, setting him free. Embracing his nickname “Dead Man,” 
Montaigne freely admitted that he had made a deal with the devil to save himself from 
the hangman’s noose “in exchange for doing his dirty work for the rest of thereafter.”  
The men of the Montaigne family had quite the reputation for ending up at the gallows, 
so a young Vincent supposedly preempted his fate by sealing his Faustian bargain.  
Dozens of broken nooses suggest this is true.

Leroy Percy, as his nickname suggests, came east from his home state of Kansas.  Percy 
was a skilled gunman who had learned to shoot as a young boy to help provide food 
for his large family’s seven children, of which he was the youngest. As a young man, he 
began driving cattle, which suited his restless spirit and strengthened his accuracy with 
a gun, since he was often called upon to protect his herd. Percy did not like to talk about 
his reasons for coming east to New York, but when plied with whiskey he hinted at a 
terrifying experience on the trail with the legendary James Gang, with whom he worked 
briefly before being betrayed.  Percy was essentially on the run when he stopped and 
settled in Binnewater, where he met the rest of what would become the Binnewater 
Gang.  Percy’s rugged accent, demeanor, and stories from the trail infused the gang with 
much of the Wild West realism that so fascinated the residents of the area.

Wesley (Wes) Ryan grew up in Brooklyn, NY as the oldest son of Irish immigrant parents.  
He had little education in anything other than manual labor until the age of 17, when, 
after a decisive fistfight with his shipyard boss, he became a professional boxer.  Like 
his friend Kansas Percy, Ryan came to Binnewater as a fugitive from gang influence. 
After disobeying Irish gang leader Danny Lyons’ command to throw a fight against a 
bitter rival, he fled upstate and began working at the kilns of the Rosendale Cement-
Works near what is now Binnewater Lane.  After several years of working in the area’s 
burgeoning cement industry, Ryan learned enough to exploit it, which he did with 
the help of his new friends Dead Man Montaigne and Kansas Percy, who were already 
beginning to cause trouble in the area.  In addition to his inside knowledge of money 
transport schedules and inconspicuous abandoned mines, Ryan proved himself useful 
as a strong fighter who was able to leap swiftly onto moving targets such as trains 
or carriages.  He was, however, a lousy shot. His fascination with Percy’s western tales 
caused him to think himself a gunslinging outlaw, and one of his favorite pastimes was 
spinning his revolver, albeit awkwardly, in an attempt to impress women.  It was in this 
way that he earned his nickname Right Foot Ryan, accidentally shooting himself in the 
foot on two separate occasions, resulting in a slight but permanent limp.

The three presumably met at Ann’s Tavern, a popular saloon at the heart of Binnewater, 
where they played poker and caroused with the resident saloon girls, particularly Birdie 
Gable (who Montaigne initially followed there), Dottie Hammerschmidt, and “Circus 
Annie” Clark. These women were even rumored accomplices in some of the gang’s more 
intricate plans, although no proof exists.

Before arriving in Binnewater, Birdie Gable allegedly traveled throughout the eastern 
states from brothel to brothel and is rumored to have married four times, each marriage 
ending in mortal tragedy. It was during her travels that she first encountered an 
enamored Vincent Montaigne at a saloon in West Virginia.  Birdie would continue to 
refuse Montaigne’s frequent marriage proposals indefinitely, and historians speculate 
that her resistance was based on Montaigne’s reputation as a dead man walking. 
Birdie stayed in Binnewater until the age of 18, when she presumably headed to her 
hometown out west.  She was, however, last seen at Ann’s Tavern in the company of the 
Binnewater Gang shortly before their deaths.

Dottie Hammerschmidt was a German immigrant who spoke almost no English and 
was therefore fiercely protected by her closest friends, Birdie Gable and Circus Annie. 
She was a heavy drinker who tolerated well even the strongest of Kentucky moonshine, 
which particularly impressed Kansas Percy.  She could drink many of her male customers 
under the table and made it a practice to rob them blind afterward.  While lucrative, this 
scheme ultimately led to her death at age 27 from a gunshot wound to the head from 
an enraged and hungover commissioner passing through from Albany.

“Circus Annie” Clark, not surprisingly, previously worked for a traveling circus as an 
acrobat and knife-thrower. After a performance in New York City, she was fired en-route 
and essentially blacklisted among circus owners for scamming her manager in his own 
pick-pocketing scheme. Stranded near Binnewater, she eventually found shelter and 
employment at Ann’s Tavern.  Circus Annie quickly became popular for entertaining 
customers with acrobatics and knife tricks, while earning a reputation as a serious poker 
player, bringing in a majority of her income at the table. As a skilled performer, she 
considered Right Foot Ryan’s gunfighter antics both pathetic and endearing; however, 
she found it intolerable when he interrupted her poker games with talk of romantic 
interludes in his hideout. Shortly after the demise of the Binnewater Gang, Circus Annie 
disappeared, leaving no indication of her whereabouts.

* 
The illuminating and often candid photographs of these local legends were taken 
over a period in 1877 by Bliss Petrone, an aspiring photographer who befriended the 
gang, presumably at Ann’s Tavern. The gang was so fascinated with the camera, not to 
mention with their own notoriety, that they allowed Petrone to take their portraits and, 
occasionally, to follow them and document various exploits. Petrone claims that the 
gang made him swear at gunpoint that he would not share the photographs until after 
they were dead, lest he reveal any secret information.  Otherwise they would kill him. 
Petrone honored this promise, even taking it upon himself to document their corpses 
after their deaths at the hands of well-armed train passengers. Petrone’s photographs of 
the women of Ann’s Tavern were mostly used for publicity, but now offer a rare glimpse 
into the personalities of historical figures usually not afforded by photographs of the 
time.  This documentation is some of the most important material in the collection of 
the Binnewater Historical Society, granting access to the area’s surprising and raucous 
past.
 


